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Our Thang
Once again it is time for our monthly newsletter to the Tribe. I hope
that we have been sending you information that has helped you in
some way. Last month was a busy one, in fact I have lost total track
of time, and I am writing this to stay ahead of our deadline. I was
hyped all month because I was invited on the Philippe Shock
Matthews “PM Show” with Elder Kaba Kamene. I knew about it for
a month but I could not talk about it until it was done. I wanted to
share with the FAM in advance but.... The interview went well and
right now we have 3.5k views. I am hoping that we can push that
beyond 5k before the end of October (for those who have not seen
the interview here is the link https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=ePpjNE5Fq9E&feature=youtu.be).
We also had our annual camp trip that was a success. We had 11
young men as well as about 5 adults. We will share the broadcast
from out in the woods so that you can see how it goes down when
we are out. The worst thing to happen was that we found out that
one of our grills was old and broken. We announced it on the “Daily
Toast” and the Tribe brought us a new and better one. It was good
to get out in the woods and just allow the young people to explore.
I was also shocked that 2 of the young men wanted to do their
Hamblache (vision quest), but their sponsor decided that it would
be better for them to do it in the springtime.

We have released some new merchandise and we love it if you
stopped by our store and check it out. Our new KET.N shirts &
hoodies our out and they look good, but they would look better on
you. Don’t forget to get your #Dailytoaster gear as well. We have
been working hard creating this stu and would appreciate your
support of our Tribe. It would be great if we were able to move a
hundred pieces by Novembers eNewsletter, but that would only
happen if you were to share the news. Click the link (GNJ
Merch)and share with Family & Friends. Also be on the lookout for
some of our giveaways that will begin during the month of
Kwanzaa. Make sure that you are linked in through the Black Signal
(Text gnj to 25456) or that you are watching us through GyeNyame Journey Media.
Our Ecourse is doing well, and the amount of people that are
signing up is fantastic. The goal of the Ecourse is to help people
understand what Gye-Nyame Journey is. We started our journey as
a Rites Of Passage organization, and now we are recognizing that at
the core of every culture there is an initiated group that helps
guide that culture to where it needs to be. As Gye-Nyame we had to
shift vision to meet the greater need of our people. In order for us
to get free and maintain that freedom we have to not only train the
young, but constantly reinforce what we have been giving to our
adults. The best way to do this is through the media. So we
combine the power of ROP, Culture, and picked up the weapon of
the 21st century and got to work. In our ecourse we strive to
introduce you to the underlying ideas of GNJ, and invite you to join
us in our e orts. It does not matter whether you join our Tribe or
form your own. We lay out some of the basic building blocks that
you can use to do either. We provide you with some information at
the end of the course that you can use to begin building wherever
you are.
Be sure to help us stay in contact with you by joining the “Black
Signal”. We never know when we may be shut down. Being a media
outlet and working for our people we are subject to be censored at
anytime. We would like to let you know what is going on with us,
and give you a link or a number where we can continue tuning in to
our show. Put yourself on the list by texting gnj to 25456. Don’t
worry this line does not receive the text for the Daily Toast.
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We appreciate your support whether you are listening, hitting up
t h e Tip Jar, supporting us through our cash app $GNJMedia,
wearing our merchandise, or just reading the Enewsletter. Thank
you!!!
Right now I am getting my mind ready for the #ADOS conference
coming up on October 4-5th. I am excited to be able to attend the
sold out event. GNJ Media has been gifted 3 tickets by Sister Kim
who is presently in Burkina Faso. We will be sharing some of the
information with the Tribe of course, and hopefully return with
some information that will help us gain a deeper understanding of
the Reparation movement.
Be sure to read and share this Enewsletter.

I sit watch and admire her
she be like poetry in motion

after all my numerology be number nine
our union could only be caused by the divine
how fair we then
her mother be Yemaya and I be the water bearin’ Aquarian
the Creator say that man need not be alone
let her feminine energies intertwine with my masculinity to make a
house a home

Destiny
By:
Tha
Brother D

damn can I get a sip of her love potion

she be the inspiration for the liberation of my soul

Traveler

with her I won’t be afraid to lose control
cause with her I’m whole
it seems she be the fulfillment of my dreams
she be makin’ me wanna do things
like ease her every pain
whether they be physical, in the heart, or the brain
all I want is to have and to hold her
when she cries let it be on my shoulder
from the days of youth until days much older
thru hot summer days into nights much colder
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she be the one to bring out the best in me
no doubt in my mind that she be my destiny

THE LEXICON OF
LOGIC
By Kwame Keuchler
This seventh article will be a continuation of my thoughts on the
comprehension of the “Either, Or” statement that our scholars tell
us is the thought process that governs the western asiatic
worldview. Then what do they mean by this statement? Recall in
the sixth article in The lexicon of Logic series that I showed how
there was one particular case in Algebra where in they concluded
that all sound reasoning would compel them to accept the “Both,
And” understanding into their (the western asiatic) worldview.
Consequently, from there, the “Both, And” notion would be found
ubiquitously throughout all their mathematical and scientiﬁc
reasoning.

Just so that we are clear, I want to give examples of what is
meant by the “Either, Or” and the “Both, And” statements.

Either “this OR that” is called a dilemma. You are given two
choices, and the one making the o er is threatening you to select
one, and only one of those two choices; a case of the “Exclusive
Disjunction,” neither of which you are too fond. Nonetheless, you
must opt for one of them. An example is “Either you pay your taxes
OR I seize your house and land.” And there are plenty of examples
where Grandma paid her taxes, and her house and land were still
seized, by gentriﬁcation, eminent domain or other high-pressured
tactics. That is a case where in Grandma is told “Either, OR” and
the result is she loses “Both, And”; meaning she loses both her
home and her land. Thus, we begin with Grandma receiving an
“Either, Or” o er, but the one who makes the o er has the “Both,
And” idea in mind; a case of the “Inclusive Disjunction”, and has
every intention on having “Both” Grandma’s home “And” Grandma’s
land.
It is my conjecture that the western asiatic wants us (us of Afrikan
descent) to have and only have the “Either, Or” (Exclusive
Disjunction) worldview. We dealt with the dilemma, limiting an
individual (or group) to one of two choices. . BUT there is also
what is called the false dilemma. Simply put, the false dilemma is
presenting and enforcing one of two choices to be made, when in
fact there are at least three or more choices from which to select.
However, as long as you believe there are only two choices, with
which you are not pleased, you have fallen into a false dilemma
trap. We have seen the false dilemma play out in life, movies,
books and so forth.
“Either your shoes, Or your ass!” Is what is o ered. Clearly you
neither want to give up your shoes nor your ass for that matter (of
course, ﬁguratively speaking). However, if you believe those are
your only options, then you are left in a no-win situation. Let us say
for the sake of clarity that you thought it out and have concluded
that those are not the only outcomes available to you. So, you draw
the attention of would-be-thief away from you momentarily, and
then you kick him in his balls and run like hell! Now, you will note
that kicking him in his balls and running like hell to get away was
not among the “generously” o ered alternatives. Despite or even in
spite of this fact, you relied on creative solution-based outcomes
whereby you lost neither your shoes, nor your ass.
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The “Both, And” example is given as follows: suppose you visit the
GNJ Mall on the fourth Kuumba day of the month Khonsu, where
there are so many tasty and healthy foods, desserts and a hot spicy
gingerade. My wife asks me, “Do you want a kale salad OR a piece
of lemon pound cake?”
I look at her somewhat confused and reply, “Are those my only two
choices?” Due to my newly formed health conscience, I bow my
head submissively and say, “Yes’m,” thinking I can outsmart her, I
continue, “I’ll have both!”
She agrees with me and gets me both without any argument or
fanfare. If you understand, then you understand the “Both, And”
statement. If you don’t get it, then know that for an “OR”
statement to be true, at least one of the given alternatives must be
true.
I want a kale salad OR I want a piece of lemon pound cake. For this
statement to be true one of the following must happen:
I want a kale salad
I want a piece of lemon pound cake
I want a kale salad and I want a piece of lemon pound cake.
In other words, One statement is true, its alternative is true, or
both statements are true. Any one of these three occurrences
makes an “Either, OR” statement true. thus, My wife, in all her
genius, sates the desires of my stomach-heart.
Provided that no clariﬁcations are needed over what topics have
been covered up to this point, we will proceed over the next few
months with the “If, Then” statement. It’s work, but it will give
some insight into why the negation, conjunction and disjunction are
deﬁned as they are for the “If, Then” statement to be understood
within the lexicon of logic. I know you’re looking forward to it.

“You will be weighed in the balance; will you be found wanting?”

ADOS
Inaugural
Conference
By:Brother ha2tim
I was fortunate enough to represent our Tribe, and the Columbus
Chapter of the ADOS movement in Louisville, Kentucky. I want to
start o by stating the conference was better than I expected. The
lineup of speakers, and the conversations were refreshing. The line
up was great and it inspired me to continue pressing forward for
reparations.
For those that may be new
to this concept the #ADOS
stands for the American
Descendants Of Slavery.
This Idea was coined by
Yvette Carnell of Breaking
Brown & Antonio Moore of
Tonetalks. They started on
Youtube as commentators
and were able to build a
big enough following to
actually have a conference
that was able to bring
about a thousand people
together in the real world,
and maybe 10 of
thousands online to view
this conference. They struggled with a problem that had been
plaguing our people for about the last 30 or so years. They were
attempting to deﬁne a problem for our group and kept running into
issues with the data. They continued on and began screaming online
for reparation and the problem in the data began to reveal itself.
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Between these two they were able to come up with the hashtag
ADOS, and that simple hashtag grew into a movement. The issue
with the data was that we had people who had no connection to
the struggle of the group of Black folks in America speaking for us,
and muddying up the data. We were rocking under the title of Black
& African-American, but the terms were not speciﬁc enough. One
term used color as a reference point which does not serve our case
against America, and the other referenced a continent which was
just as confusing. They had to create something that Identiﬁed our
group and put up the borders around our group, and ADOS did just
that.
I need to be honest here it took some time to digest what they were
presenting to me, because my training had taught me to distance
myself from the word slave and anything having to do with slavery.
Slavery was a blight on our history, and we needed to maintain & in
some cases retrieve our Africaness. We needed to either forget that
we were enslaved here and build our communities up to greatness
or we needed to save our pennies and return back to Africa. But the
data that brother Tone was dropping was too much for me to deny.
He & Yvette dropped the fact that our median wealth as a group
was $1700, and that the wealth gap was a result of the 250 years
of slavery, and the 100 years of Jim Crow. They brought up the fact
that our ancestors were not allowed to compete, and in those
situations where we did we usually su ered greatly for it by the
act of the government or the actions of an angry white mob (who
again was supported by government). We had been denied full
citizenship and the goal was for the rest of America to move on and
leave us with the cost of slavery, Jim Crow, and etc.. After listening
for a while the data was screaming at me so loudly that I had to
take time to look into my life, and the wealth of my family. By doing
this I was able to relieve a feeling of guilt and shame that had been
placed over me. The fact was that I was not in the position that I
am in, because I did not get up earlier than my competition, or
because I was not working hard enough. I and my fathers &
mothers before me was in this position by design, and the only way
we were going to get free of it was to stand up and demand what
was ours.

Breaking Brown & ToneTalks took the nation by storm and were
able to have a conference in Kentucky in the church of a
NationBuilder by the name of Dr. Cosby. During the sessions that
took place we covered the Black Agenda that is for the world to see
@ ados101.com, Columbus Chapter can be found on Face Book .
Yvette also covered what we are asking for and also discussed
project “Takeover”, in which she is challenging those in the #ADOS
movement to move forward by takeover those community
organizations that should be serving ADOS, like churches, chapters
of the NAACP, Urban League and etc.. We are being taken
advantage of by pretenders because we have distanced ourselves
from this organization, and in order to hold them responsible we
have to get involved so that can do what they are supposed to do.
We also heard from Byron Allen about the current lawsuit that he
has against comcast that has elevated into the Supreme Court, and
what it means if we lose that case. For those that don’t know Byron
Allen has sued comcast and a few other large media companies
because they refuse to carry his channels. He was able to use a
Civil Rights Bill from 1866 to do it. Now comcast is choosing to
challenge his claim in the supreme court and strip this law of all
its power. The goal is to make this law unusable by anyone else.
The strange part about this lawsuit was that it took those
organizations that are supposed to be protecting our rights months
to respond and it took those of us in the ADOS movement to shame
them into standing up and carry out their mission.
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We also were exposed to panels, allies, and a master's course in
“Housing & how it used to strip us of wealth. Family I heavily
suggest that each of you get the live stream, to help support the
movement. If you cannot a ord it, I have a few segments on my
stream. Get informed and let’s begin to build. Also I want to give a
Gye-Nyame Salute to the NationBuilding work that Dr. Cosby is
doing in Louisville, KY, he is laying a roadmap that can be followed
in other cities by ADOS. In his speaking he taught us about the 5
institutions that we should strive to control as well as the 3 c’s that
these institutions are responsible for bringing to the people. To get
a more indepth understanding click the link and download the
whole conference for study. The last day of the conference as dealt
with using Social Media as a weapon to promote #ADOS issues.
Tune in to get on code and let’s do some serious building.
Remember to share the newsletter so that we can get more of our
people and allies engaged in this struggle.

Morgan
2020

Harper

A few weeks ago we had another chance encounter. I was attending
a local festival called Cloud City in Franklinton and to my surprise, I
saw Morgan only to ﬁnd out that she was running for Congress. I
went to the HQ a few days later and she told me about her
platform which included systematic reparations. I knew right then
and there that I needed to do all that I could to ensure that she
achieved her goal. I understood that this was politics in a nutshell;
people helping each other reach their goals.
This is the opportunity Columbus has been waiting for. The
opportunity that Gye Nyame has been preparing for. But as always,
I ask that you don’t just trust me; do your research. Lucky for you,
here’s a head start: https://www.morganharper.org/.
Check her out. Better yet, get involved!

Kwesi Low
Ten years ago I was sitting in a DC airport waiting for my ﬂight
back to Columbus. I had just attended a conference called
Powershift which was about mobilizing disenfranchised people in
order to better combat the systemic inequality. I was new to the
concept of organizing and my mind was racing to make sense of it
all. I noticed Morgan sitting in the same area that was mostly
empty and we began talking as we waited for our ﬂight. Morgan
was just wrapping up her law studies at Stanford but I quickly
understood that she was not your average law student. I remember
walking away with the impression that I had met someone
important. Well before Morgan had decided to throw her hat in the
ring for congress, she was driven by a sense of personal obligation.
She was destined for this moment that we are now witnessing.

Let’s talk about it!

What’s Our Data
It is important for us to know as a Tribe where we stand. While I
was in Kentucky for The #ADOS Conference, I ran into a young man
from Detroit who explained to me what his #ADOS Chapter was
doing. In our conversation he discussed that his group had created
a survey to get an idea of the numbers in Detroit. His group decided
that it was important for his chapter to discuss what was going on
as far as wealth and other things from a perspective of where they
were. Even though I had that thought before I did not have the
courage to launch a project like that.
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So we here at Gye-Nyame Journey Media want to reach out to all of
those that we have connected with over the internet, and in our
city to ﬁnd out how our data lines up with the National picture.
This information would be good so that we can dispel any illusions
that our people may have about our position in the world, and in
this country. We would be able to know the truth whether we like
what we ﬁnd or not and be able to raise the ﬂag if everything we
have been hearing is true.
We need to ask how is our Tribe doing when it comes, to wealth,
and income. We need to know how many entrepreneurs we have and
how many employees they have. We need to know the status of their
personal health and whether or not they have health insurance. We
need to know if they vote, do they agree with ADOS, and if they have
decided who will receive their vote in the coming election. How
many of us are willing to vote down ballot in the coming election if
our demands are not met. How many are willing to run for public
o ce, how many our on probation/parole, how many our involved
with child support & how much they pay, and a key question that
came out of the conference what percentage of their income does
their rent (how many own homes) take up. I could go on and on, but
I want to leave some questions up to you. I will begin the survey
and open it up for additional questions here is a link to google
document where you can leave the question that would be a good
data point that we need to cover, remember KET.N!!!

Have You Ever
Wondered……?
By:
Shamar
Hutchinson

O.

It's important for the
black
community,
especially the youth, to be
familiar and able to
identify our historical
ancestors
without
hesitation. Please share
this article and the whole
new newsletter to help
with process. Below is an
additional link about
Lewis
Howard Latimer
and his life journey and
accomplishments.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MxAWgKFgT_Q

What
Single
Stories Mean To
Me…
Have you ever wondered who invented the lightbulb? Or who
invented the telephone? Thats easy! Everyone everyone knows
Thomas Eddison invented the lightbulb and Alexander Graham Bell
invented the telephone, but did you know it was a black man that
work directly beside them for these inventions to “come to light”?
(pun intended). An inventor and draftsman by the name of Lewis
Howard Latimer (September 4, 1848 – December 11, 1928) is
known for a lot of his patents and inventions that til this day are
being used. He’s most famously known for drafting the drawings
that Alexander Graham Bell used to patent the ﬁrst telephone in
1876. Also, for patenting a carbon ﬁlament for the incandescent
lightbulb. The invention helped make electric lighting practical and
affordable for the average household.
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For Example,when
Chimamanda
was
attending a university,she
had a roommate who was
american. This roommate
immediately
expected
because she was from
Nigeria (a foreign country)
she couldn't speak english
well and her music
selection was di erent
than hers. Her roommate
suspected Adichie didn't
know how to work a stove
because she was from
africa. With this single story her roommate had created a thought
that there was no connection possible to Chimamanda

Ty’Keice Cox

On and on as history progresses single stories start to pop up,
especially in the United States. Creating single stories that
showcase people as one thing and only one thing, over and over
again, and that is what they become. Some places where single
stories come about is when we talk as Americans about foreigners
and the social classes. I believe everyone has either told or heard a
single story about The United States or America any other foreign
country. In the speech “The Danger Of a Single Story by
Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie” shows many experiences Chimamanda
had.

because she was african. In Chimamanda words her american
roommate had a single story of africa, a single story of
catastrophe.
Another single story that seems to pop up is when Americans
talk about the social classes. A social class is the division of a
society based on social and economic status. With that being said
the United States judges people based o of there social classes,
the same way Adichie did when she was younger, was similar to
the way The United States act towards a lower class(referring to
the social classes). For example when Chimamanda was young she
thought just because her houseboy was poor that he wasn't
capable of doing or having anything. With that mindset and single
story it becomes nearly impossible for her to see them as anything
else but poor.
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What these single stories about foreigners and the social
classes started to do is make you open minded. This opens your
mind to seeing the single stories in a situation. For example when a
student had came up to adichie and said that all nigerian men
were physical abusers. She knew immediately that it was a Single
story. Hearing about single stories makes me think all literature
can create or destroy a person's thoughts of a place or person.

Shareholders in Harlem co-op could lose homes over debt they say
they don’t owe - New York Daily News #ADOS #ADOScolumbus
didn't we just talk about this stu @ the #ADOSconference
#GNJMEDIA https://www.nydailynews.com/ne...
View Post

Therefore within the United states I ﬁll it is full of single
stories. The single stories I as an individual heard the most in The
United States is, the stories about foreigners and the social classes.
In the United States we let the stories take control. We use the
stories and judge the person or place before we give it a try. Lets
not let these dangerous single stories take control over us any
longer like Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie did.
Monday October 7th, 2019
https://youtu.be/D9Ihs241zeg

News
On
Our
FaceBook Timeline

Do you believe that Joshua Brown's murder was connected to the
Botham Jean's murder. We have created a poll to see where the
tribe stands click the link above and let us know how you feel.
View Post
Monday October 7th, 2019
Unbelievable, #GNJMEDIA Joshua Brown, Key Witness In Amber
Guyger
Trial,
Found
Fatally
Shot
:
NPR
https://www.npr.org/2019/10/07...

View Post
Tuesday October 8th, 2019

View Post
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View Post
Sunday October 6th, 2019
Daily Toast - Toast&Talk Imani "What's Our Data". We have an
article above that takes this post a little bit farther. Listen in and
help us build our survey.

Monday October 7th, 2019
Brother usually is very funny, but today he expressed what it
means to be #ADOS today. Listen and learn for those that don't
know!!!
#GNJMEDIA
#ADOScolumbus
#Stubbornminority
#reparations Watch "I wanna be Amber Guyger" on YouTube
View Post

1 Reactions 1 Comments
View Post
Sunday October 6th, 2019
Here is one of the pics I got at The #ADOSconference. Hopefully
you know who this is. Dr. West turned out and turned up once he
got on the stage.

Monday October 7th, 2019
Daily Toast - Toast&Talk Umoja "War For The Planet Of The Apes"
Let's Talk. What are some of the similarities between this movie
series and our struggle. We have a group of sentient beings who
have been taken from their place of birth and recreated into the
image of west Asians. They ﬁnally have enough and want their
freedom. Check out the show and let’s us know what you think.

View Post
Saturday October 5th, 2019
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Let's Talk About #ADOSconference. Here are some of my thoughts
and questions after the ADOS conference. The conference was
great now it is time for boots to hit the ground and start the real
work.

Listen to Dr. James Smalls
conﬁrm what we talk
about on the "Daily Toast"
we are a generational
people. Let's get busy in
our moment! I was led to
this video by a brother at
the conference. He has
seen a few of my videos
and wanted to make sure
that I got the link for this
one.
View Post

View Post
Saturday October 5th, 2019

Saturday October 5th, 2019
Let's Talk About #ADOSconference This is part one of my
discussion, signal was weak and it cut my conversation, but I felt I
needed to get something down before the energy started to
weaken.

Be sure to check this one out. At the end a sister does a
presentation on how to use social media that is very powerful and I
believe you will find it useful.

View Post

View Post

Saturday October 5th, 2019

Saturday October 5th, 2019
Daily Toast - Kuumba 105193 "#ADOS Conference Day 2"
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Here is a sample of the conference. I took all the videos down but
here is some of Dr.Cosby presentation. I am excited about the
documentary that will be released so that I can share the full
experience of the conference.
View Post
Friday October 4th, 2019
View Post
Check out the conference https://www.spreaker.com/episo...
Saturday October 5th, 2019
Daily Toast - Kuumba 105193 "#ADOS Conference Day 2"

Friday October 4th, 2019
#ADOSconference Tone laying down the data
1 Reactions 2 Comments
View Post

Friday October 4th, 2019
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Friday October 4th, 2019
ADOS Conference Dr. West

View Post
Friday October 4th, 2019

4 Reactions 1 Comments

ADOS Conference Dr. West “Peacocks strut cause they can’t Fly”!

View Post
Friday October 4th, 2019
#ADOS #ADOScolumbus #adosconference

View Post
Friday October 4th, 2019
Dr. Cornell West @ #adosconference “They So Niggarized”!
View Post
Friday October 4th, 2019
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#BlacknAgenda presented by @tonetalks In this pic Tone is
breaking down the black agenda. Please take some time and learn
about what are demands are as ADOS. For more info goto
https://ados101.com/black-agenda

View Post
Thursday October 3rd, 2019
What is going on here? I can’t look at this and not get sad. I can
not understand why we are so quick to
forgive before just rolls. Can their be
forgiveness without justice
View Post
Thursday October 3rd, 2019

Here is one of my favorite authors talking about "skin in the game".
This book is one of those mind changing books. After reading it I
had to make some adjustments to how I looked and dealt with the
world. The idea of “skin in the game” means that you incur risk by
being involved with the achievement of a goal. Although this term
did not originate with him, he is bringing
the idea back to the forefront of many
conversations. The idea is that people with
“skin in the game” are more likely to
make the best decisions when it comes to
ventures because they have just as much
to loose as everyone involved. We are
existing in a time where people have developed complicated
systems that allow them to extract success, proﬁts, glory, and etc.
without any “skin in the game”. They are able to eat on the upside,
but feel none of the pain when everything comes crashing down.
We as a people seem to experience this type of fuckery every
generation. We always invest in the changes of this society, but we
appear to be the only group that absorbs the loses. The primary
example of this is the ever widening wealth gap. We have poured
true libations (blood, sweat, and tears) in the building of this
country. We cleared the land, farmed and help develop the cash
crops, provided the ingenuity to take this country into the industrial
age, and we still have not received any of the upside from our
investment. In fact we have been ignored and told that we are
supposed to su er for the team. Hell with that! Tribe it is time that
we start comparing the amount skin that those that want to argue
with us about reparation have in this game call America (USA). If it
does not compare then they need to be shut down.
This is a great book and here is the link for those that want to take
their study deeper: Skin in the game Book
Kindle- Skin in the game
View Post
Wednesday October 2nd, 2019
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Learn about the power of fermented foods. Believe me it can
change your life.
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View Post
Wednesday October 2nd, 2019
Should Black voters trust Democratic candidates who are endorsed
by the FOP (Fraternal Order of Police)? In 2016, the FOP endorsed
Donald Trump for president. Throughout the nation, the actions of
the FOP have been consistently wicked, degrading and racist with
respect to Black Lives. https://www.themarshallproject... In
Cleveland, the FOP fought to rehire Timothy Loehmann who killed
Tamir Rice. In NYC, the FOP fought to rehire Daniel Pantaleo who
killed Eric Garner. In Ferguson, the FOP fought to rehire Darren
Wilson who killed Mike Brown. In Chicago, the FOP fought to rehire
Jason Van Dyke who killed Laquan McDonald. And in Columbus, the
FOP fought to rehire Zach Rosen. Rosen is the cop who viciously
kicked Demarko Anderson in the head who was already handcu ed
on the ground. Weeks earlier, Rosen shot and killed 23-year-old
Henry
Green. https://psmag.com/social-justi... Again, should
African-American voters blindly support Democratic candidates
who are endorsed by the FOP? Do you consider an endorsement by
the FOP a red ﬂag? Would you support a candidate who is endorsed
by the KKK? Out of eight (8) city council candidates in Columbus,
two (2) are endorsed and supported by the FOP. 1. Elizabeth Brown
2. Emmanuel Remy View other FOP endorsements here:
http://www.fop9.org

View Post
Tuesday October 1st, 2019
Racial Wealth Gap is real! Checkout this article and be amazed at
how far behind we are. We are at least 100 years behind the rest of
the world, and we have to do the work, and make the demands that
will put us where we need to be.

View Post
Wednesday October 2nd, 2019

View Post

I am shocked!!! They actually gave her some time, but 10
years???? For Murder!!

Tuesday October 1st, 2019
Folktales For Grown Folks - The Father & His Sons
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6 Reactions 4 Comments
View Post
Tuesday October 1st, 2019
Have you ever heard about this terrible miscarraige of justice.
Click the link and ﬁnd out about a black town that was total wiped
out!

View Post
Monday September 30th, 2019

View Post
Monday September 30th, 2019
Our Civil Rights are under attack check out Brother Tone as he
breaks down how this a ects you, and learn about the civil rights
act of 1866.

Great idea, now attach this plan to reparations payments and you
got
my
vote
#ADOS
#ADOScolumbus
#GNJMEDIA
#stubbornminority #congregationoftjemighty Who pays the most
under
Bernie
Sanders'
inequality
tax
plan
https://www.cnbc.com/2019/09/30/who-pays-the-most-underbernie-sanders-inequality-tax-plan.html
View Post
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Monday September 30th, 2019

Learn why Patrice lumumba’s wife marched bare chested across
leopoldville in 1961

At long last, we ﬁnally got our merch. Make sure you get yours!
Remember GNJ Media is a
movement that is funded by our
Tribe and the people. @
gnjmedia.live/merch support
the
Journey
#GNJmedia
#GNJmerch
#streamlabs
#stubbornminority
#224selfhelpprocess
View Post
Monday September 30th, 2019
Is this what's meant by "chicken Dashing home to roost"

View Post
Monday September 30th, 2019
It is time to start developing our own curriculum!! Who is your child
being taught by, and what are they being taught about themselves.
FAM, we have to remember that education is supposed to help
prepare our children to serve our society (Tribe). I know that is
counter to everything that you have been taught but is important to
understand. Our children are our future, and should not be prepared
to serve some universal ideal, they need to be trained to serve and
build for us.

2 Reactions 1 Comments
View Post
Monday September 30th, 2019

View Post
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Monday September 30th, 2019
View Post
Sunday September 29th, 2019

This is not normal. Winter popping up in the same week of a heat
wave. It was so hot in Columbus that some schools closed. We have
to address these issues.

How soon will we be
holding some of these
seats.. FAM we are
approaching
the
2020’s and we have a
little time to get our
war chest started so
that we can start
running
our
candidates and take
over this city. Hopefully those that have been listening and
following GNJ Media realize that our goal is to take over the cities
where we live. Politics are local and we have to get involved and
guide the discussions. We are owed a debt and the only way we are
going to get it is to begin to take the seats of power, and create the
policies.
View Post
Saturday September 28th, 2019

View Post
Sunday September 29th, 2019
It's about time!!! The NAACP is standing up against Comcast who
has
launched
a
campaign to destroy a
civil rights bill that
was created for
ADOS. We have to
begin to take over or
destroy
these
organizations that are supposed to serve our best interest.

Daily Toast - Kuumba Toast&Talk "Impeachment or Delusion.
Checkout the show
and join the Tribe.
View Post
Saturday September
28th, 2019
Oh my! Is this the self
hate manifesting in the
courtroom. This man
investigated the crime
and feels that she
should basically should
be able to walk.
View Post
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Friday September 27th, 2019
Ok, campers. Check out some of these camping ideas!!

View Post
Thursday September 26th, 2019
Shot of mastery ,Zatoichi
is one of my favorite
lengedary characters. He
is a bland swordsman that
demonstrates incredible
skill. I know it’s ﬁction
but I still love to post the
clip.
#Shotsofmastery.
C h e c k o u t Zatoichi Flashing Sword

Thursday
26th, 2019

September

The idea of Love & the
nature of the Soul... This
show started me on my
path and I hope you ﬁnd
this
clip
useful...
#GNJMEDIA
#Shotofmastery Watch
"Kung Fu: On Death and
Loss"
on
YouTube
https://youtu.be/58oOgJW_50
If you are like me and want to watch the whole video checkout
Kung-Fu season 1 “The Ancient Warrior” Episode 15 season one.
View Post
Wednesday September 25th, 2019
Why we use #Kwanzaa365 https://www.gyenyamejourney.co...

View Post

View Post
Wednesday September 25th, 2019
Here is a blog from the
https://www.gyenyamejourney.co...
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Calling all youth! Looking for adult leaders as well.
There is no more time to
sit as a spectator because
the war is real. Learn, grow
but most importantly
“Tribe Up”!!!!
View Post

View Post
Wednesday September 25th, 2019

Monday September 23rd,
2019

Tuesday September 24th, 2019

Who wants to go with me?
DEPARTMENT OF AFRICAN AMERICAN AND AFRICAN STUDIES
COMMUNITY EXTENSION CENTER UPCOMING EVENTS A
Conversation with U.S. Congresswoman Joyce Beatty Please join us
October 1, 2019, 6:30 PM-8:30 PM at the Community Extension
Center as we discuss the impacts of poverty on Columbus
communities and neighborhoods. For more information, click here
POVERTY IN COLUMBUS or contact us at 614.292.3922. This event
is free and open to the public. Register here at Eventbrite. We hope
to see you there!

Please realize this can be used against humans

View Post

Coming for that check. Checkout this
stunning video about reparations created
by youth in Kentucky.
View Post

Sunday September 22nd, 2019

View Post
Tuesday September 24th, 2019
Daily Toast - Imani In The Woods 922193
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This post is for those that say that there is nothing going on! Please
checkout the Toast in the early morning at a campsite built by the
young men that you see, who are standing around a ﬁre that they
built and kept burning the whole time we were there. Also I want to
mention that all this was done with the help from those who
support GNJ Media. Every dime that you give to us is used to build
this tribe.
View Post

In The Woods - Tribal Conversations around the ﬁre, this has
become a tradition in the Tribe of Gye-Nyame. Maybe next time you
and your family can be out here with us.
View Post
Saturday September 21st, 2019
In The Woods - Tribal Conversations- step in and listen as we build
& teach in real time.

Sunday September 22nd, 2019
More from our Village, hopefully you will be able to come out or
support with a donation. “Nation Time All The Time” #No
breaksforthereal

View Post
Saturday September 21st, 2019
View Post
Saturday September 21st, 2019

In The Woods - NationBuilding Conversations
Hey we called and you answered. You helped us get the funds to
purchase our stove for our camping trips.
View Post
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Saturday September 21st, 2019

Friday September 20th, 2019

In The Woods - NationBuilding Conversations

ROP Training - MLK library part 2 Get a peek inside our training
and be sure to join us next time.

View Post
Saturday September 21st, 2019
Daily Toast - Kuumba 921193 In The Woods

View Post
Friday September 20th, 2019
We are also training in the city as
well. We did a ROP training for
ADAMH board recently and we had a
great turn out and an even better
session.

View Post
Friday September 20th, 2019
ROP Training - MLK Library

View Post
Thursday September 19th, 2019
Tribal Quotes - Day 83
Join our weekly evening show!! It is time to Tribe Up!

View Post
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View Post
Thursday September 19th, 2019
This is an attack! How do you
advise against plant based milk
and not actual cow milk!
View Post

View Post

Thursday September 19th, 2019

Wednesday September 18th, 2019

Rites
of
Passage
Program
Development/Evaluation
- Register at: Franklin
County
Urban
Workforce Development
Initiative 2019 Friday,
September 20, 2019
from 9:30 AM to 4:30
PM (EDT) Columbus, OH
: Columbus Metropolitan
Library - Martin Luther
King Branch 1467 East
Long Street Columbus, OH 43203 Rites of Passage Program
Development/Evaluation - The ﬁrst twenty ﬁve registrants receive
a free The Hero's Journey to Self-Mastery, interactive workbook.
Lunch will be provided. This presentation designed to introduce
Rites of Passage [ROP] programming to AOD Prevention and Mental
Health Promotion sta and Administrative level professionals. The
workshop outlines the need for ROP through comprehensive
evaluation and needs assessment; present a successful program
development plan, and evaluate the impact and integrity of
prevention through ROP. Learning Objectives: The Role of Rites of
Passage in Prevention Outcomes Risk Assessment and Program
Development and Implementation Rites of Passage and SPF/SIG
Compliance Prevention Content Area: Prevention Education &
Service Delivery

were subject to a form of sustained, race-based discrimination
unique in American history, robbing them of individual agency,
voting rights and the ability to accumulate wealth and education.
#ADOS #ADOScolumbus #gnjmedia

View Post
Wednesday September 18th, 2019
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More proof, please watch this. #ADOS #ADOScolumbus #GNJMEDIA
#stubbornminority
Watch "When white
supremacists overthrew
a
government"
on
YouTube
View Post
Wednesday September
18th, 2019
This is how they stay rich or enrich their friends. This system works
to support West Asians, but let me get in the position to hook up
my crew and I will be in jail for 10 years.

View Post
Monday September 16th, 2019
#Mumbe follow this brother, as he continues to work in the
community. Here is a young man that is moving and changing the
lives of everyone in his circle.

View Post
Monday September 16th, 2019
Tone covers the Revolt summit and breaks down what is wrong
with it. By the way Revolt is owned by Comcast.

View Post
Sunday September 15th, 2019
Gina & Shasha Time... The Gye-Nyame Girls are at it again. Check
them out as they explore the woods and experiment with my
camera.
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View Post
Saturday September 14th, 2019
We are up and live come and join the Conversation Watch
"Introducing Brother ha2tim Gye-Nyame with Rev. SHOCK and
Professor Kaba Hiawatha Kamene" on YouTube
View Post
Friday September 13th, 2019
ADOS is in columbus and on FB, like and share. We need boots on
the ground.

View Post
Saturday September 14th, 2019

View Post

Clean water falls to capitalism

Friday September 13th, 2019
This is why I use raw honey for "That Ambrosia" #GNJMEDIA Watch

"Honey: Bacteria's Worst Enemy" on YouTube
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View Post
Thursday September 12th, 2019
Watch "Why African-Americans left the south in droves — and
what's bringing them back" on YouTube

Truth about Spartans!
So much for the
protectors
of
Democracy. If you take a
close look at their
government structure
and it will begin to look
familiar
View Post
Wednesday September
11th, 2019
Defend your culture & send an invoice

View Post
Wednesday September 11th, 2019
Hey FAM, according to this article youay be broke because you
don't save, you don't invest and lastly you not working hard
enough. How do you feel about this?
View Post
Wednesday September 11th, 2019
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View Post

View Post

Tuesday September 10th, 2019

Tuesday September 10th, 2019

Nuff Said!!

They are playing Monopoly with our life.

View Post
View Post

Sunday September 8th, 2019

Tuesday September 10th, 2019

FAM... LISTEN AND WATCH!!! Hannibal was betrayed by his own!
Come on we have to do better, by betraying and settling for the bag
we sale our grand children's future!

AP News: Justices tuning in to cable television civil rights lawsuit
Justices tuning in to cable television civil rights lawsuit
https://apnews.com/c2f708547aa...
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View Post
Sunday September 8th, 2019
Are we running or what? #GNJMEDIA #ADOScolumbus Editorial:
Lame-duck Columbus school board members are shamelessly welltraveled - Opinion - The Columbus Dispatch - Columbus, OH
https://www.dispatch.com/opini...

check out this documentary In 2014, former South Carolina Gov.
Nikki Haley called for the event to be halted. Local police have also
repeatedly set up a 23-mile tra c loop to control the crowd. In
seeming contrast, the beach welcomes bikers with open arms for
the annual Harley event, which takes place the week before.
Filmmaker Ricky Kelly joins host Frank Stasio to talk about his
documentary “Black Beach/White Beach: A Tale of Two Beaches.”
It explores the history of Atlantic Beach Bike Festival, aka “Black
Bike Week,” and why one of the Myrtle Beach motorcycle events is
celebrated and the other is monitored by the NAACP. LINK TO
TRAILER BELOW https://youtu.be/5G2GXMIcRGc
Support GNJ Media and check out this video Black Beach/White
Beach

View Post
Sunday September 8th, 2019
Napoleon: Life of an Outlaw. Documentary on Amazon. Worth
checking out. About the rapper Mutah Wassin Shabazz Beale
nicknamed Napoleon by Tupac Shakur. Link to trailer, below.
View Post
Saturday September 7th, 2019

View Post
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Saturday September 7th, 2019
Wow...any thoughts?

View Post
Saturday September 7th, 2019
GNJ Movie - Undercover: How to Operate Behind Enemy Lines.
Checkout the video as we continue our Movie nights.
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